
Creative Case Study: Ayre Chamberlain Gaunt

The challengeAyre Chamberlain Gaunt

Ayre Chamberlain Gaunt’s way of working has
changed in recent years to embrace remote
working capabilities, which alongside using
data-intensive applications and changes
within the hardware of their office, they need
IT solutions that deliver a fast, reliable and
accessible IT environment. Cyber security and
data backups are also crucial requirements for
protecting the business, its clients’ data, and
insuring the operations of the business.

The Solution
“The great thing about Jeremy is that he breaks down the professional relationship very easily and it
becomes more like a friendship... it has been really important to have that support from Rubicon to
Maintain efficiencies and to make sure that when people are working remotely from the studio are
able to access the information they need in a timely manner” - Oliver Wood, Director

We worked closely with Ayre Chamberlain Gaunt’s team to map its systems and data so that we could
deliver tailored IT support, data backup and cyber security solutions. With an audit of its network and
infrastructure, we were able to find ways to address vulnerabilities and potential improvements that
could drive more efficiency. We also configured the company’s network to provide efficient and
secure remote access for its staff.

We also worked with Ayre Chamberlain Gaunt to get certified under the Cyber Essentials scheme by
implementing robust cyber security measures that protects the business and its clients’ data from
prying eyes. We also implemented a regular data backup solution that ensures the business’s data
and systems can be restored quickly, should anything go wrong. While our dedicated helpdesk
support enables the business to get the best from its IT environment, creating a cyber-secure and
efficient environment for both in-office and remote workers.

Ayre Chamberlain Gaunt is a passionate
leading architecture studio with offices in
Basingstoke and London. Their mission is to
create places with people at their heart. Over
the years, our partnership with the firm has
grown into an empowering and personal
relationship.
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Supporting Creative Success

Running a creative agency and facing technological barriers to efficiency, security and growth?
Rubicon IT can help! Our mission is to empower creative businesses like yours to get the best from
what technology has to offer. We help creatives to lift the weight of IT management from their
shoulders, while supporting them to do what they do best with the help of technology.

Curious to see what’s possible for your business? Get in touch with us today about a challenge you’re
facing, and we’ll be glad to offer guidance on how to navigate it.

The Benefits
“I would recommend Rubicon as an IT provider, I think their service is very professional, they are able to
support us across many facets of our IT and they’ve been on hand at the drop of a hat when things go wrong.
They’re also very proactive in working with us to make sure that things don’t go wrong, working behind the
scenes to make our IT systems seamless, without the problems coming to the forefront of the organisation.”
- Oliver Wood, Director

Thanks to our empowering partnership, Ayre Chamberlain Gaunt are able to run a cyber-secure
operation that is also efficient and empowering for collaboration. Certification under the Cyber
Essentials scheme offers a valuable form of assurance to existing and potential clients alike that the
business takes cyber security seriously and has the capability to protect confidential information.

As a technology partner that they can turn to at any time, the business is able to resolve its
technology issues quickly and effectively, with root-cause solutions that minimise downtime and
disruptions. They can turn to us for useful guidance and insights on how technology can serve the
business’s strategic goals. The solutions we have implemented over the course of our partnership has
contributed to an IT environment that provides peace of mind and an ability for the business to focus
on what it does best.
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